Thanksgiving Treat Holders
by Jill Yegerlehner

Jillibean Soup Products
Country Pumpkin Chowder Paper  
(Ground Cinnamon, Vegetable Stock, Toasted Pumpkin Seeds)  
Soup Staples II (Brown Salt, Yellow Salt, Green Salt)  
Soup Labels (Country Pumpkin Chowder)  
Flower Punch  
Bird Punch  
Brads

Supplies Needed
Scissors  
Adhesive  
Brown Ink  
Foam Adhesive Squares  
Chocolate :)

To Make the Treat Holders

Step One
Cut out 3 pieces for each treat holder using the template provided.

Step Two
Ink edges of 2 squares used to make the treat holder. Also ink the rounded edge of the treat holder base.

Step Three
Apply adhesive to 3 fold-in tabs of the treat holder base.

Step Four
Adhere large rectangle to base - only using adhesive on the tabs, this will form pocket.

Step Five
Adhere smaller rectangle on top of treat holder using foam squares.

Step Six
Cut out starburst shape from Soup Staples II paper. Adhere to treat holder base with foam squares.

Step Seven
Adhere Soup Label to starburst.

Step Eight
Decorate with flowers (brad in center), birds or other punched items.

Step Nine
Insert treat!